Abstract:To express the ambiguity and uncertainty of customer needs importance, an algorithm was proposed. It integrated KJ method, rough analytic Hierarchy Process and KANO model. It calculated the customer needs importance in rough set. A case study of cigarettes customer needs importance illustrated the feasibility and validity of the algorithm.
Calculate customer needs with KJ method
Customer needs information obtained through market research is quite complex, and the same meaning may be expressed in many different ways; some customer needs information are broad, while some are very narrow; some customer needs information contains other customer needs information. Therefore, it is necessary to classify and simplify customer needs information by using Affinity Diagram, KJ method to give an analysis of customer needs information. KJ method will be used to clarify the customer needs in this paper.
Determination method of customer needs importance based on RAHP
Customer needs information with hierarchical structure can be clarified with KJ method, indicating subordination and containing the relationship between customer needs concept, which plays an important role in expressing and understanding complex customer needs information (Cheng, Y., Leu, S., 2011). Due to the complexity of customer needs information and limitation of KJ legal analysis method, customer needs information which is got from KJ method cannot express relative importance between customer needs, and there are still multi-meanings, uncertainty and ambiguity. So it needs to further tap customer needs information and solve its multi-meanings, uncertainty and ambiguity by combining quantitative analysis method. Customer needs importance determining method based on RAHP (Rough Analytic Hierarchy Process) provides an effective solution to expressing relative importance of customer needs and solving multi-meaning, uncertainty and ambiguity of customer needs information.
RAHP-related concepts and definitions
AHP method can completely reflect the system analysis of system engineering and system integration idea. It takes a complex problem as a system, and in system analysis phase, according to membership function between factors within the system, transforms a complex problem into a methodical and hierarchal problem, and directly reflects the relationship between factors within the system in the form of hierarchical diagram. This decomposes complex system into relatively simple subsystems, and then integrates them step by step (in system integration phase).
Calculation steps of customer needs importance based on RAHP
AHP is easy to operate, especially for more complex customer needs analysis, but AHP itself is unable to cope with ambiguity and subjectivity of customer language, and is also unable to cope with judgment from many decision-makers. Application of rough number and rough boundary interval on AHP analysis can enable customer needs analysis to better cope with ambiguity of information evaluation from customer, while gathering judgment information from several survey participants, making judgment of customer needs importance more representative. Existing rough sets and research combining with AHP mostly discusses how to reduce evaluation guidelines by rough sets, namely, reducing the number of items in sub-hierarchy (Jain, VK, Sobek, DK, 2006; Zongjun Wang, Maoguang Chu, 2009). Customer needs determining method based on rough AHP proposed by Xiaotun Wang (2010) provides the idea of calculating customer needs importance with rough number and rough interval. But with this calculation method, customer needs importance expressed with rough number is transformed into the numerical form in the fifth step, to some extent; it weakens the advantage of rough number uncertainty and ambiguity (Xiaotun Wang, 2010) . In this paper, customer needs importance determining method based on rough AHP proposed by Xiaotun Wang (2010) was amended, proposing that customer needs importance is always be expressed in the form of rough number.
KANO model and customer needs weight adjustment method
The concept of multidimensional quality property According to Kano (2001) , quality property can change over time, that is to say, a successful property will follow the life cycle of from indifference to an attractive, to become one-dimensional single item, and eventually become a must. For example, a property may be indifferent by customers when it first enters the market. But with the development of market, the property may become attractive, that is to say, it makes customers feel satisfied, even if the product does not contain the property, customers will think it is normal. However, if the property disappears, customers who frequently use this property will feel quite dissatisfied. After frequent use, the perception of this property might become one-dimensional and customers will satisfy or dissatisfy it depending on the satisfaction extent of this property. As time passes, one-dimensional property value will be accepted by consumers, and gradually become an item taken for granted (Kano, 2001 ).
KANO classification and customer need weighting correction coefficient
Relationship of customer satisfaction existing in KANO model and product (service) performance can be expressed approximately with a function
Obviously, a good product (service) performance can bring high customer satisfaction, and the information brought by KANO model is much more. KANO model tells us that contribution of each customer satisfaction property to customer satisfaction is not equal. Not only each customer satisfaction property is different in customer satisfaction importance, but also contribution way of each customer satisfaction property to total customer satisfaction is different (Kano, 1984) .
In order to obtain maximum customer satisfaction with the most economical cost, QFD practitioners not only need to be clear what customers need most, but also need to know the cost of each customer need to obtain desired customer satisfaction level. KANO adjustment coefficient and conversion function provides useful information.
Customer need classification information based on KANO model through market competition analysis combines with customer need basic importance algorithm based on amended RAHP constitutes customer need importance algorithm based on RAHP and KANO models.
Case study on Cigarette Customer Needs
To illustrate the feasibility and effectiveness of customer needs importance algorithm based on KANO and RAHP models, I selected cigarettes as an example, to explain customer needs importance algorithm and verify its effectiveness based on RAHP and KANO models.
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Cigarette customer needs analysis
When customers express their needs information in the voice of customer (VOC), the form is usually various, including comments, complaints, evaluation, and hope, so original data collected not only has complex content but also has mixed concepts. KJ method is used to clarify and reduce customer needs information. KJ method to process cigarette customer needs, which are good taste, strong taste, no throat hurting, steady quality, and good package.
Cigarette customer needs importance determining method based on RAHP
(1) AHP questionnaire and consistency inspection By inviting customers to fill in AHP questionnaire, conduct pair comparison of importance of cigarette customer needs importance, forming AHP judgment matrix. In this case, seven customers are invited to judge cigarettes customer need importance and calculate consistency ratio of judgment matrix according to formula (1) . Judgment matrix and its consistency ratio.
(2) Constitute rough group decision-making matrix, to obtain rough pair comparison matrix
The above five AHP judgments matrix are expressed in the form of rough group decision-making matrix: Source: This study.
Cigarette customer needs importance adjustment coefficient based on KANO model
(1) Customer needs classification based on KANO model According to the definition of multi-dimensional quality needs based on KANO model and KANO questionnaire template, I designed a KANO questionnaire on cigarette customer needs. 144 consumers filled in the KANO questionnaire, 95 valid questionnaires were recovered. With the classification of customer needs based on percentage, data processing results are shown in Table 2 . Source: This study. According to the calculation results of customer needs importance, comparison drawing of customer needs importance is shown in Figure 2 .
Fig. 2 Cigarettes customer needs importance
According figure 2, the algorithm that this paper proposed calculate the cigarette customer needs importance in rough set. By comparing with traditional customer needs importance research, it could express the ambiguity and uncertainty more validly.
Conclusion
In this paper, KJ method, rough sets theory, AHP method and KANO theory were integrated to analyze customer needs, constituting customer needs analysis method based on KJ / RAHP / KANO, and put forward customer needs importance algorithm based on RAHP and KANO models. This method gave a comprehensive and deep analysis of "voice of the customer" (VOC). KJ method was used to clarify, analyze and reduce customer needs information, obtaining customer needs information in the form of language, which provided a basis for understanding customer needs information. To further tap customer needs information, combination of rough sets, AHP, and KANO methods were used to give a quantitative analysis of relative importance of customer needs and put forward customer needs importance algorithm based on KANO and RAHP models. This algorithm used rough number and rough interval to deal with uncertainty and ambiguity of AHP customer needs importance judgment information. Besides, KANO model was used to conduct rich and detailed explanation to customer needs information, supplementing disadvantage of AHP customer needs importance judgment method caused by difference in the number of customer needs items. Meanwhile, I took cigarettes customer needs as example to explain customer needs analysis process based on QFD / RAHP / KANO and verified the validity of customer needs importance algorithm based on RAHP and KANO models.
